1. What type of organization do you represent?

- Research: 30%
- NWO “Big Research Facility”: 18%
- Disciplinary Research Infrastructure (ESFRI etc.): 13%
- E-Infrastructure / ICT service provider: 13%
- Software development: 5%
- Research data repository: 5%
- Other: 18%
2. Which emoji represents best what you think about the Dutch infrastructure landscape?
3. At what level does the Dutch infrastructures landscape (repositories, facilities, etc.) need more coordination?
4. In which areas more coordination / collaboration could improve the Dutch infrastructure landscape?
5. Where, in your perceptions, are the most important gaps (if any) concerning data and infrastructure services in your (research) field or community?
6. What other gaps in the Dutch infrastructure do you see?
7. Is your organisation already involved in EOSC preparatory activities? (more answers possible)

- Participated (or participating) in EOSC projects: 21
- Involved in some form of governance, committee, etc. Preparing home institution to comply with EOSC Rules of participation: 16
- Other activities: ...: 5
- No, not involved in any EOSC activity: 8

Total: 35
8. If applicable, do you think your institution should participate in the EOSC?
9. Please rate the following statement:

My work/organisation will benefit from the EOSC

Rating: 2.5
The End
Thank you!